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TOP 20 Ebook Tops BESTSELLERThey came without warning—the storm and the man.New

York Times bestselling author, S.L. Scott, crafts her signature heartfelt style into an epic and

emotional, second chance, standalone romance that a has a surprise pregnancy, family drama,

and readers raving "breathtaking and brilliant!"The storm.The man.Both come without

warning.My heart opens to Cooper Haywood the moment we meet. How can it resist? He's

charming, devastatingly handsome, and sweeps me off my feet before I realize the impact he's

making. And then it's too late.We fall too fast to worry about the consequences.We love so hard

that we ache when we're apart.Even though I have a past that still haunts me and he has a

future that could put us at risk, none of that matters when we're together.Until it does. And then

everything changes.Although the best thing he ever gave me now calls me Mommy, I can't help

but wonder if Cooper Haywood and that fateful storm were one and the same.

Another epic read by the talented SL Scott. - New York Times Bestselling Author, Melanie

Moreland Best One Ever!!! 5 Magical Stars - Ebook Tops, Crystal This is what romance should

be! - Ebook Tops, Escritora I love the twists in this book. Beautifully done! - Ebook Tops,

jjdejong This book right here is why I love reading S.L. Scott so much. - Ebook Tops,

Becky What an amazing, strong heroine. These two together! Chef's kiss 'dþ� Their love is pure

magic. - Ebook Tops, lissthebooklover S.L. Scott has become a go-to author for me because of

how her love stories always hit me in the heart. - Ebook Tops, Rox Emotional and Beautifully

Written. - Ebook Tops, Mirele Unique! This is an emotion packed stand-alone that you won't

want to put down once you get started. - Ebook Tops, eabreese Experience all the emotions -

Ebook Tops, Paulette Cooper and Story captured my heart and kept me enraptured from start

to finish. Their love story was beautiful. They had spectacular chemistry - Ebook Tops,

Rox Mesmerizing! Breathtaking! I could not stop reading this book! - Ebook Tops, Crystal's

Book World This story is one of the most emotional I have read in quite some time. There is so

much tenderness, love, brokenness and angst that I turned the pages as fast as I could read. -

Ebook Tops, Andrea This book has everything you need- love, lust, angst, steamy scenes, and

real character growth! - Ebook Tops, Justine Powerful Love story - EscritoraFrom the Inside

FlapI've never believed in omens or signs, but I've been given several in the past hour.The

lights of Bean There coffee shop shine like a beacon through the heavy pelts of rain. I make a

mad dash for the door, swinging it open with more force than necessary in my rush to get

inside. No one appears bothered when the bell above the door rings, but I get two quick

glances from over the tops of laptops near the counter.And then they carry on minding their

own business."Seat yourself," chimes a voice from behind a swinging door. The porthole

window gives me a glimpse of the brunette bustling in the back.I score a table by the window

and, as luck would have it, an outlet. My laptop doesn't have enough juice to last the hours

needed to write my paper. When my building lost power and the generator didn't kick in, I went

to the library. The horde of over-caffeinated and procrastinating students pouring out of the

doors told me I'd have no luck in there.After rubbing my hair dry with the hood of my jacket, I

unpack my bag to prepare for the long night ahead. As this coffee shop is on the opposite side

of town from where I live and farther from Atterton University's campus than I generally travel

for a hot brew, this is my first visit. But it's decent in here, low key with a kind of old-school

hideaway vibe to it—lamps instead of bright overhead lights, scuffed wood floors that have



seen better days, and jazz playing in the background.Apparently, I'm the only one not privy to

this secret. Every table, though they're small, is occupied. Bags on the floor, laptops open, the

unflattering glow of LED white lights reflecting across faces half-hidden by their screens.Little

plates with muffins and coffee cups fill the tables to the point I'm starting to think these people

are taking up residency instead of just being here for the evening. That or the staff is slacking.

Since I'm not seeing anyone other than the girl in the back, I'm thinking that might be more the

case.When I reach down to plug my laptop in, I hear, "The storm rolled in without warning."I

turn back to see golden-centered hazel eyes peering down at me and a smile that momentarily

makes me think sunshine has broken through the rain. But those sunset-orange tights give the

brunette beauty away as images of a party last summer come flashing back.Not sure why I

glance down at her ring finger. Habit, I guess.I've been called a player a time or ten, but I've

only ever set out to break apart one relationship.Hers.Wonder if it worked. "Hi," I say.Her smile

widens. "Hi." When she glances out the window, I'm given a quick chance to study her.

Again.It's not been a year since I last saw her, not even quite five months, but she looks a little

different. Other than the telltale sign of a small green apron signifying that she works here, the

strings are pulled tight around a curvy little waist I wouldn't mind exploring sometime, and her

hair is longer with lighter-colored strands blended in.High cheekbones highlight those pretty

hazel eyes and long lashes, but I'm drawn to the natural pink pucker of her lips as she studies

the weather outside. Most girls choose cherry gloss, but her mouth is matte. It makes me

curious what she tastes like.A black suede skirt instead of corduroy and the same boots she

wore at my party. But that's not the difference I'm sensing. I can't quite put my finger on it.She

shifts to look back at me. "I was saying the storm came out of nowhere.""The weather app

predicted it, but no one expects a summer storm like this in December.""Not without snow

along with it, but the fifties won't get us there. And technically, that'd be a winter storm then.""I

hate snow."Her smile remains as bright as her eyes. "I don't mind it so much.""Yeah?" This

time, I grin. "What is it about snow that you don't mind so much?"She slips into the seat across

from me without an invitation. I like that about her. Leaning forward as if she's revealing a

secret, she replies, "I think it's more the images it conjures. A Baileys Irish Cream hot

chocolate by a roaring fire. Curled up in a big, cushy chair reading a book while snow falls

outside. Christmas morning and presents under the tree.""Sounds perfect.""To me, too." She

stands. "Can I get you something to drink and eat?"I look toward the display cabinet under the

counter. Nothing appeals to me, so I eye the chalkboard menu on the wall. "What's your soup

today?""Tomato basil. It's really good and even better with a grilled cheese." She pushes some

hair behind her ear, revealing a name tag pinned to her green apron."You know how to upsell,"

I say, getting a good look at the name that I never got when I first saw her. "Story. That's a

—""Unique. Weird. Strange name. I get that all the time." She shrugs and laughs to herself. "I

could be describing my mom the same way."Our eyes lock together, and I say, "Beautiful. I was

going to say beautiful.""Oh." Cringing, she seems to lose some of the composure she was

holding on to seconds prior. When she blushes, I'm done for. "Um, that's very nice of you to

say. Thank you.""You're welcome, Story.""Don't go wearing it out now."God, I'd love to wear it

out. Her laughter dances around us, keeping smiles on both our faces. She's utterly

breathtaking. "What's your name?" she asks."Story?" Some guy calls out to her from across

the café, redirecting her attention to him."Be right there, Lou." She turns back to me but

thumbs over her shoulder. "Louis. He's a handful around finals." Snapping a pen and pad from

her apron, she asks, "The soup and sandwich?""How can I resist?""Good choice." With a wink,

she walks away but backs up and returns. "And to drink?""Coffee. Black is good."I don't expect

a smile in return for my order, but I get one anyway. She's easy to admire. Pretty, like her name.



It's not one thing specifically, but how her features work together with the heart shape of her

face that makes her so appealing. She taps my table with her pen. "I'll be back.""Hope so."She

backs away, still looking at me, but then runs into the chair of another patron. "Oh, sorry."The

guy has no patience for her and grumbles something under his breath that makes me want to

teach him some manners with a punch to the face. I let it go this time, though, and get back to

why I'm here in the first place."I'm right here," Story says tableside."What?"She drags her free

hand under the mug for effect. "Your coffee.""Oh, that." I rub the side of my neck. "Right. The

coffee."Setting it down, she says, "I didn't mean to sneak up on you.""Sometimes life does

that.""When you least expect it."
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jjdejong, “Sometimes fate needs time. Story has worked hard to get her college degree and as

a storm is barreling at the university has all the students running to wherever there is power to

get papers finished during finals week. A chance encounter brings Cooper to the coffee shop

that Story works in. As these two venture to Story’s place that appears to be the only place that

has power still so Cooper can finish his paper and get it submitted on time, they allow sparks to

fly. The thing is the sparks could light up the night sky. Life is never as cut and dry as we would

like it though and as good as Cooper and Story are, fate isn’t ready for them. Story is left with

the regret that as a couple they might not work, but she was given the most precious gift. Life

seemed to be working the only way Cooper and Story knew it could, until an encounter brings

them face to face again and Story needs to explain what has happened in her life the past 6

years. Will it ever be the right time or will fate always step in?Yet another spectacular book by

Ms. Scott. We are gifted a book that we never realized that we were missing and needed. This

book reminds us that sometimes fate works against us, but sometimes it brings you together at

the right time and in the right place to make it work. There is a reminder that people walk into

our lives when we need them the most and though we hope that they will be there forever, it

doesn’t work that way. We are dealt hands that don’t seem fair, we are gifted a second chance

to hopefully get it right. Story is strength and love. She gifts us with the reminder that being

sunshine isn’t always easy but being kind does get rewarded. Cooper, this man melts your

heart. He wants to just love the one person that fits his other half, but obligations take over and

protecting that person might have to be more important and loving them from afar and no one

else. I love the twists in this book because life is never a straight road. Beautifully done!”

Beckyrae99 (Becky Wise), “you will not want to miss out on this one. Best I Ever Had is one

you will not want to miss out on. This book right here is why I love reading S.L. Scott so much.

This is filled with all the feelings you would want. All the emotions and all the love too. I'm so in

love with Cooper and Story. Once you finally meet them you will see why. You have a couple

from different sides of the track, yet that doesn't matter to either of them. They love fast and

hard. Cooper had a troubled past and let his parents dictate many things. Story has never had

it easy in life and is the sweetest person there is. One wrong move can cause a ripple effect

and fate can bring souls together. This one sticks with you. The love is so beautiful and sweet

between Story and Cooper. I love how strong both are when it comes down to staying true to

oneself. Tissues may be needed for this as the second chance love after years of separation

will just own your heart. Story and Cooper are that love story that takes a piece of you with

them. A love story you can picture unfolding like a movie reel in your head. This is a love story

that needs to be read. You feel everything and it is so beautiful. This is one of my favorites read

yet by S.L. Scott and this is why I love her writing so so much. You need to meet Cooper and

Story today and get all those feels, all their love, the electric pull that ties them together and



one stormy night that brings two souls together. I could not get enough of this one. I did not

want it to end. I am so in love with Cooper and Story. Go one click this one today and fall in love

with them one stormy night and see where the blue skies will lead them.”

lissthebooklover, “Such an amazing book! In love!. Cooper was a senior at Atterton, working

towards his pre-law degree. He needed to finish a paper but there was a storm and only a few

places in town still had power. He walked to this little cafe, got a table and started to work. Then

he saw her, Story. He had seen her at a party at his place couple months ago. She was

stunning, with the brightest smile. Power eventually went out at the cafe too and he didn’t have

enough battery left in his computer to finish the paper on time. Story was sweet and kind, she

offered her place so he could finish his paper. What started as a simple helping hand ended up

being one of the most amazing love stories ever.Cooper and Story have a strong connection,

their love comes easy and they both fall hard. What they weren’t expecting is so many things

being thrown at them. To the point they love might not be enough and is better to let go.Cooper

and Story! I love them so! Their love gave me all the feels of that young love, when you feel

invincible and larger than life. I loved how strong and protective Cooper is of Story. He stood up

for her but it wasn’t enough. Then Story, my oh my. What an amazing, strong heroine. Love

how down to earth she is, how determined and brave. These two together! Chef’s kiss life is

never easy, so I was happy to see that despite everything they were only theirs. There was

never anyone else! Their love is pure magic. Love, love, love!”

Leticia, “The storm was no match for the two of them.. When Cooper and Story meet at a

coffee shop, there's a bond between them that's as strong as the storm roaring outside. The

storm that made Cooper go to that coffee shop in the first place, because his building lost

power and he has a paper to finish. Only to find not only wi-fi and electricity, but the kind of

connection we spend a lifetime looking for, and the real light he needs.They're absolutely

perfect for each other, but life keeps throwing stuff at them. They try to make it, the two of them

against the world, but the world is stronger and comes between them. And that broke me. I was

crying.When people are meant to be, they find their way back to each other, to who they were,

to who they’re supposed to be, together. It wasn't easy. Their pasts, their failures, their fears

are still there, but so is their love. Because it never went away.This is one of the best second

chance romance books I’ve ever read. The ending put my broken pieces back together. The

epilogue made me believe again.The storm that started it all was a strong one, but no match

for the two of them. My heart is full.”

Julie Burns, “loved it. This is a new author to me and one I’d not heard of before.This story is

told in three parts no cliffhanger, and as Cooper likes to quote its his life before and after

meeting Story.Cooper Haywood has it all, but he’s constantly fighting with his family, he’s

generous, thoughtful and genuine (not at all like his family) I liked we got to see his side of the

story.Story Salenger is a great character, not coming from a great background it’s made her

see things in a different light, but I wouldn’t call her bitter, she’s resilient, she’s resourceful and

she was great to read about.There is drama, heartache and sadness. But there is also joy, love

(of a different kind) and we get to see how each character has grown through the book.First

part of the book: I loved, it told of their story, how close and how wrapped up in one another

they were (almost instalove feel)Second part of the book: I found a little slower and a bit

repetitive.The third and final part of this book: Not nearly as long as I would of liked. But when

they finally catch up with one another, I couldn’t put it down.Secrets and hidden pasts weren’t



really necessary in my opinion (felt they were for drama purposes) the storyline was strong

enough to carry it without them.So will I recommend this book? Definitely. It’s really well

written, thought out and carried out with lots of care and consideration.I’m going to add this

author to my ever growing list of new and to watch author’s.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Romance. They were going and fell in love until his family Interfered.

Story was left feeling broken hearted and Cooper was oblivious to the fact she had braved his

awful family to try to see him. Story was told to keep his sports car and never come back. An

excellent read from this author. Book to be read with tissues nearby.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautifully brilliant. I love this author's work. The characters and plot was

captivating. There were highs and lows but love won through in the end.An easy 5 stars from

me.”

Momma C, “Great. What's not to love. Super story, so well told that bin truly b hate to leave.

Wanting more ,for sure”

Andrea, “A storm that started it all. This was a touching story about how a simple storm can

change the entire course of your life. The journey that Cooper and Story go through is

touching, emotional and raw.Two characters that come from different worlds, both dealing with

past trauma and healing through their shared loved.This is my first book from S L Scott and I’m

excited to see what else she writes and to search through her past releases.”

The book by S.L. Scott has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 2,087 people have provided feedback.
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